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News Infographic
1. two
2. with their teeth
3. Asia
4. They live in groups of up to 14.
News Review
1. C 3. A
5. C
2. B 4. D 6. B

Online Skill Builders

What’s the Big Idea?
Sample responses:
1. Many militaries use marine mammals like
dolphins and whales on missions.
2. The Navy uses dolphins because they are
smart, adapt easily, and use echolocation.
3. Dolphins are trained to find underwater
mines.
4. Navy-trained animals help keep U.S. troops
safe.
Main Idea: The U.S. Navy uses dolphins on
some missions.
Build That Sentence
Sample responses:

1. They kept the windows and doors locked
because they were worried spies might listen in.
2. The men often disagreed on what to
include in the Constitution, but they came up
with a plan to set up a government with three
branches.
3. Jacob Shallus helped by copying rough drafts
and notes into one document.
4. September 17, 1787, is important because
it was the day most of the leaders signed the
Constitution.
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Be a Quiz Whiz!
1. D
6. C
2. C
7. D
3. D
8. A
4. D
9. B
5. C
10. A
Close-Reading Questions:
Dolphins On Duty
1. It means that something said does not seem
believable.
2. Dolphins help the Navy look for and mark
underwater mines. They also look out for
enemies who dive or swim too close to Navy
ships.
3. Dolphins make a sound, sending sound
waves through the water. The waves bounce
off an object and send an echo back. Dolphins
can tell the location of the object based on how
long it takes for the echo to return. They can
also tell the shape, size, and speed of the object
from the sound of the echo.
Close-Reading Questions:
Making America’s Rules
1. American leaders gathered to create a
constitution, or set of rules for how America
would be run.
2. Jacob Shallus was an office worker who
had fought for America in the Revolutionary
War. He helped combine rough drafts and
meeting notes about the Constitution into one
document.
3. The Constitution explains how America’s
government works. Similarly, the rules of a
board game explain how a game works. They
both tell who the players are, what their jobs
are, and how they work together.

